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One of the miracles of the modem age is our ability to
read and map human DNA. For Jon Entine, an American
journalist who was a producer and executive at NBC for 20
years, the scientific ad-
vances in genetics in recent
years hold a special signifi-
cance. DNA provided a way
for him to unravel his own
personal history, which he
says was "lost in the fog of
the Jewish shtetls of Eastern
Europe." Breast cancer
linked to BRCA2, a genetic
mutation carried almost
exclusively by Jews, had
claimed his mother, aunt
and grandmother, and also
had been diagnosed in his
sister. Entine himself carries
this genetic marker and his
teenaged daughter may as well.

Confronted with this scientific evidence of an ancestral
link to Judaism going back centuries, Entine says he was
forced to rethink his Jewish identity. Given hii longtime
professional interest in the genetic revolution, it also in_
spired him to write this book.

From a genetic standpoint, all human beings are roughly
99.9 per cent the same, Entine observes. Beciuse all human
beings, whether Mediterranean or Mongolian, Jewish or
Japanese., are almost all alike, some consider it controver_
sial to focus on the seemingly miniscule differences be_
tween races. Entine, however, has a history of exploring
these 'pinpoints" of difference. He readily convinces us it,s
a fascinating area and one well worth eiploring. Some 20
years ago, he produced a documentary with Tom Brokaw at
NBC News, titled "Black Athletes: Fact and Fiction.', The
research evolved into a noteworthy book, Taboo: Why
Black Athletes Dominate Sports and Why We're Afraid io
Talk about It.

Now he's back with a more personalized exploration of
genetics and what writers from Josephus to Disraeli pro_
claimed as their own "Hebrew race.', Abraham,s Children
presents many intriguing aspects of the subject, including a
theological discussion of Jewish beliefs and the Bible as
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they relate to the topic ofgenetics.
We are introduced to Father William Sanchez, a Catholic

priest in Albuquerque, New Mexico, whose DNA indicates
Jewish ancestry; one of numerous formerly Spanish Crypto-
Jews living in the American southwest, Sanchez accepts
this proudly as an enhancement of his Christian identity.
We also meet Tudor Parfitt, the London-based expert on
Judaism's lost tribes. Parfitt and numerous genetic ipecial-
ists have been engaged in testing various groups around the
world, like the Lemba of South Africa, who profess a blood
kinship with the Jewish people. There are discussions of the
first Adam and Eve, the Aaronic priestly gene, genetic dis-
eases, "Abraham's Contested Covenant,, and diverse related
maners.

For many genealogists, DNA testing has emerged as an
important tool (albeit still often indecisive) in attempting to
unravel the mystery of one's roots. Those considering the
DNA route will find Abraham's Chitdren to be a wide-
ranging and thought-provoking sunmary and happily free
of too much technical jargon. Many genealogists may find
the appendixes on Genetic Migration Maps, Tracing your
Ancestry and Family History Using DNA, and Jewish Dis-
eases of particular interest.


